
Minutes of a meeting of the Beckley Village Hall Management Committee 
 3rd August 2017 at 7.30pm !

Some items on the agenda were not discussed at this meeting and are 
identified with n/d !!

Item Action/ 
Report by 

Chair unless 
otherwise 

stated.

1 Apologies

 None

2 Minutes of last (proper) meeting

2.1 Approved

2.2 Actions Arising not otherwise covered on the agenda

(i) !
n/d

Cleaning Contract 
This has now been formally signed and started but is being 
reviewed as our needs become clearer.  The committee 
requested clarification of the cleaning regime eg when it 
would occur. The cleaners would be visiting every 2 weeks 
and special events eg weddings would be required to pay for 
a clean. 
It was agreed that a chart would be placed in the hall which 
would be signed after cleaning had been carried out. 
The conditions of hire would require all hirers to carry out a 
basic clean after use. 
There are now new cupboards installed (thank you David) in 
the store room and we need to ensure that there is a 
cupboard with cleaning equipment for hirers and clearly 
marked. 
The cleaning contract terms are also to be reviewed and 
added to cover additional responsibilities which could include 
security services.

GM

(ii) !
n/d

Walking school bus update Peter
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(iii) !
n/d

Emptying of storage container !
Container has been emptied and items cleared as follows: 

- PC filing cabinets (action PC) 
- Old VH chairs – disposed of. 
- Childrens play equipment moved to Village Hall 
- Assorted ‘junk’ disposed of. 
- Where is the gazebo?

GM/DVS

(iv) !
n/d

Key Safe !
Has been installed with keys both for the car-park gate and 
the Hall master key.

(v) !
n/d

Financial Control Update !
To be discussed with the PC after this meeting.

JW

(vi) !
n/d

Two Football Proposals !
Following the 27
that meeting GM wrote to both organisations with a few days 
of that meeting (copied to Trustees) but has so far had no 
reply.  Hence assumed dead for both.

(vii) !
n/d

Oxford Community Trust !
In the notes of 7!
Ted Cloke had offered to pursue a further funding option 
from Oxfordshire Community Trust which the committee 
welcomed. This could provide funds for equipment. This 
could be relevant for a youth club, sport etc. Needs could 
be clearer when the survey results are known.

DVS – any 
update from the 
Village Survey?

(viii) !
n/d

Oxford Preservation Trust Award – which Kingerlee were 
leading on. Any update?

DVS

(ix) !
n/d

Hamish McMichael’s expression of interest in reviving the 
youth club.  Awaiting further proposal – keep as rolling 
action.

-
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(x) !
n/d

Contact data sharing – Susy addressed our 7
meeting on behalf of the Beckley & Area Community Benefit 
Society: sharing of contact data between the Parish Council, 
BVHMC and BACBS.  BACBS believe that safeguards 
(including who can access to the shared database, how 
communications will be governed etc) need to be agreed 
before BACBS invites our members to share their email 
addresses. 

On DVS slop-chit 

GM/DVS

(xi) Update on Kingerlee snagging and other fit-out progress !
See attachment 7 !
DS reported that Kingerlee accepted that they had got the 
landscaping timing wrong and relandscaping would take 
place in the autumn. It was agreed that there was a need to 
tidy up the planting areas in the interim. The completion of 
the landscaping on the playing field side would take place 
after the patio extension had been done. All ground 
maintenance would eventually be included with the playing 
field maintenance contract. 
The planting of the gabions was discussed but nothing was 
agreed. C Crowley had been approached for advice but did 
not want to be involved. 
Internet connection and CCTV were in hand. 
Hand dryers would be provided for the toilets and, in the 
interim, paper towels would be provided. 

DVS/GM

xii !
n/d

Hall Licensing Update !
All relevant licenses are now obtained and on the web-site.

Nfa this year
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xiii !
n/d

Hire Policy !
RB has reviewed the hiring policy and charges and considers 
that for the moment there is no need for change other than 
we might consider taking deposits for any Hall damage.  This 
was discussed with John Baker/John Walsh early on and the 
feeling then was that the additional administration was a 
deterrent. Also our hirers tend to have the following 
characteristics which should mean that even without a 
deposit they would pay if we bill them: 

- We know who they are and they would have 
contracted on robust terms 

- They are unlikely to wish to have an unpaid debt with 
the village 

- They are not “men of straw” so would know we would 
be able to recover the debt

Nfa?

xiv Kitchen Inventory !
Mary/Fiona volunteered to update – lets discuss tonight 
whether we limit the supply to (say) 50 persons requiring 
external hirers to use a catering company for larger events. 
The Trust/PC can still make us of our full place settings but 
keep those separately. 
MA and FS had carried out a partial inventory. At the 
moment we can supply equipment for 50 persons. It was 
agreed that we should advertise equipment for 50 and keep 
any other equipment for village events only. We had been 
advised that glass drinking vessels should not be provided 
and polycarbonate replacements would be procured.  
Matching cuttlery would be sourced.

MA/FS

xv !
n/d

First Aid Kit !
MA reported that she had bought a First Aid Kit. She will list 
what it contains - done. GM will provide a book for accident 
reporting (done) 
and investigate whether the cleaning contractors would 
monitor the contents of the kit (see review of cleaning 
contract above).

GM

xvi !
n/d

PC Nominee for the Committee !
It was agreed that it would be convenient if there was a 
permanent member of the PC on the VHC to facilitate 
communication in the future 
DS

DVS
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xvii !
n/d

Leader Funding Opportunity !
See http://www.oxfordshireleader.org.uk/priority-4/

xviii Resident Complaint !
We have received a complaint  about noise from events– see 
paper 4. !
Note also John Baker’s concern about the Hall acoustics and 
the risk particularly to children.  The PC have agreed to an 
acoustic treatment of the main hall ceiling. !
GM reported that SODC had dealt with the complaint. 
It was agreed that we should be concerned about adverse 
effects on residents close to the hall. !
Paper 4 contained background information and proposed 
action. 

xix !
n/d

Proposed addition to Hire Terms !
Liz Bixby has sent the following: !
Dear Geoff 
Just to let you know that we checked all the toilet cubicles 
for supply of paper this am and all ok.  There is only one 
spare roll (in the kitchen under the hand washing sink).  I 
have asked those members of the art group to do a similar 
check next week when I shall not be there. 
On another matter, I was dismayed when we went to the hall 
to vote that election notices had been attached to the walls 
with blue tack. Today, Friday there are marks left on the 
walls from all these notices.  I attempted to remove one with 
poor results, my rubbing was removing paint! So I stopped. 
With a little thought (or perhaps some instruction/ conditions 
of hire) nothing should be permitted to be stuck on the walls, 
there is after all plenty of glass surfaces, or doors, which can 
be cleaned.  Perhaps these issues could be raised at the next 
committee meeting. 
Many thanks. Liz  !
I propose amending the hire terms to cover Liz’s points. - 
done 

nfa
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xx !
n/d

Hirer feedback 

Following suggestion from John Baker it is proposed that: 

We need to get feedback from Hirers.  I’ll arrange to have a 
book on the table for that purpose and John, perhaps you 
could ask Hirers to add any comments particularly related to: 

1 – improvements that we need to make and cleaning 
adequacy is a key one 

2 – any testimonials that they would be happy for us to 
include on our website. 

GM

xxi !
n/d

Picture Rail 

Dear All 

I am somewhat concerned that the picture rail for the Art 
Group has been fitted with no consultation or permission and 
has not been fitted by anyone we have approved. Having 
finished the meeting tonight on the subject of liability who is 
responsible if it should fail and pictures end up falling to the 
floor and breaking? Also I am worried by the precedence this 
sets for other groups to arrange the fitting of their own 
equipment!! 

Geoff Could you flag this incidence and the potential risks 
associated with it to the PC please? 

Thanks 

Fiona 

DVS
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xxii New draft Policies and revised earlier versions. 

!
Note that the following are new (and have been 
circulated already and can be seen on the hall 
website) 

DN15 - Health and Safety Policy 
DN16 - Lone Working Policy 
DN17 - Vulnerable Persons Protection Policy 
DN18 - Equal Opportunity Policy 
DN19 - Environmental Policy !
The following have been/are being revised and will be circulated 
once updated following this meeting. 
Document Number Document Title 
  
BVH DN1 List of Policies, Procedures and Other documents 
BVH DN2 Current List of Trustees 
BVH DN2 – A Trustee Annual Task Check-list 
BVH DN2 - B Trustees Roles and Responsibilities 
BVH DN4 File list 
BVH DN5 Booking Form 
BVH DN5 – A Attachment to Booking Form containing the Standard 
Terms and Conditions 
BVH DN5 - B Attachment to Booking Form containing other  
information 
BVH DN7 Standard Charge Rates 
BVH DN8 Fire Risk Assessment 
BVH DN9 HSE Risk Assessment 
BVH DN11 Contact List 
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3 Treasurer’s Report !
JW tabled recent accounts. He reported approx income of 
£1000/mth, which was more than adequate to cover 
anticipated outgoings. 
It was acknowledged that additional costs may be incurred in 
running the hall in the future if volunteers were not 
forthcoming, eg extend the responsibilities of the parish 
clerk, employ an admin person. JB is keeping a timesheet of 
his activities over the next month to provide a record of the 
time requirements of the job. !
A discussion ensued over insurance responsibilities.  
Village hall activities are fully covered but it was suggested 
that village organisations might not be if the hirer was not a 
trustee. Commercial hirers, eg pilates, and externally 
organised events, need their own insurance cover. !
It was agreed that we should remind hirers to check their 
exposure to risk. !
GM is in touch with our broker and Community First but 
there is still a need to clarify the extent of cover given by the 
VH policy and the advice we give in the hire agreement. 
 

JW !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GM

4 
n/d

Report on activities since last meeting and general 
status of forward bookings.

John Baker 
(we’ll take this 
item first if John 
can attend)

6 AOB

6.1 !
n/d

Hygiene Policy and Procedures !
Mary and Fiona have volunteered to review/amend BVH 
DN20

Mary/Fiona

6.2 Car Park Gate !
Note that the PC propose to leave the car park gates open at 
least for a trial period and this trial is in progress.  

Nfa
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Papers submitted: 

1 Minutes of last meetings (sent separately) 
2 Updated list of all Members (Trustees plus Friends) plus key contacts (now on 

website – DN11 - so not included here) 
3 Document list – DN1 rev 8 (on our website and so not included here) 
4 Proposal on noise control (which includes a note on prohibition of glasses) 
5 Note on insurance related matters following the potential claim from a caterer 

(mainly to keep Trustees informed) 

6.3 !
n/d

Accident Report and Follow-up !
Note that an accident was reported by a caterer to a Beckley 
village private hirer.  This has been reported to our insurer 
and GM has made an entry into our Accident Book (which 
was not done at the time by the hirer).   Our insurers are 
advising us and we consider this a low risk claim issue but it 
has led to a review of our hire terms in relation to providing 
more robust protection for the Trust moving forward.  See 
Attachment 5

GM

6.4 Landscaping of Gabions !
Trust to discuss – see item 47 on attachment 6. !
See 2.2 ix above

6.5 Retirement of John Baker !
John will retire in October and DVS and GM are working with 
John on looking for and briefing a replacement but on a paid 
basis. 
The committee expressed their thanks to John for all his 
work on behalf of the village. He had provided a very 
efficient and helpful service to all and would be hard act to 
follow. We extended to him our very best wishes for the 
future. 
It was agreed to ask John to attend the firework evening in 
order to express the village’s thanks to him formally.

GM

6.6 !
n/d

Clock !
Do we need a clock and if so where?

All

7 Date(s) of next meeting. !
To be agreed

All
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6 Updated rolling action list (mainly to keep Trustees informed). Rolling action list 
rev 14. 
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